
Fluoridation:
Why is it not more
widely adopted?

D r. Richard James Musto's
editorial (Can Med Assoc
J 1987; 137: 705-708)

presents a controversial topic
well. It is clear to Dr. Musto that
fluoridation has been proven to
reduce the incidence of caries. He
is therefore puzzled as to why so
many communities have rejected
it.

I believe that people general
Iv resent being told what they
should eat or drink unless thev
can be persuaded that complying
will have some benefit. The med
ical and dental professions rec
ommend compulsory fluoridation
of drinking water and are impa
tient with anyone who thinks
otherwise. The antifluoridation
ists are equally convinced that
they want no part of this, and a
fair number of doctors and den
tists support them.

I agree with Musto when he
writes that "practitioners can
have .a positive effect by first
familiarizing themselves with th.,
issues". To make it easier to do
so I recommend that they also
read Dr. John Yiamouyiannis's
1983 book Fluoride: the Aging
Factor. I Musto refers to Dr. Yia
mouyiannis's 1975 report claim
ing a relation between too much
fluoride and cancer and to a
number of criticisms of this (00

ciusion; Yiamouviannis refutes
these attacks in hi's 1983 book.

I will drink water with or
without fluoride, although I pre
fer using my own additives when

given a choice. Perhaps we can
allow those for and those against
fluoridation to live in harmony
by providing two sets of water
mains, one with fluoride and one
without. Should not people have
the same right to avoid fluoride
as they have to eat too much
sugar, ~ potent cariogenic factor?
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Why is fluoridation not more
Widely adopted? For a few very
important reasons. Because Dr.
Dean Burk, chief chemist emeri
tus at the US National Cancer
Institute, and Dr. John Yiamou
yiannis, among others, found a
substantially higher cancer death
rate in US dties whose water
supplies were fluoridated com
pared with US cities whose water
supplies were not fluoridated.!
Because courts in the United
States have concluded that fluori
dation is a public health hazardj
an Illinois trial court, for exam
ple, determined that the Illinois
mandatory fluoridation law was
unconstitutional and ordered a
halt to it' Because fluoridation is
forbidden by law in nearlv all the
countnes ot Europe, though It IS

alIowed in some on an experi
mental basis.' Because fluorida
tion of our water supplies ap
~ars to be unnecessarY SInce
most schoolchildren use a fluor
ide-contammg toothpaste and
have their teeth painted yearly or
twice-yearly with a fluoride com
pound; moreover, children and
adults ingest more than enough
fluoride every day in their food,
especially vegetables and fruit.'
Because the added fluoride has to
be removed lrom th., water IQ the
hospital or the home when il
patient is undergoing hemodi
alvsis. s Because we hear conflict
~ports on the beneficial re
sults of fluoridation.

In medicine today we should
all be more interested in the pre-
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vention of deadly diseases like
cancer. Has anyone ever died
from dental caries?

Victor A. Crdlioni, MD, CM
740 B.arton St. E
Hamilton. Ont.
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